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Russia
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. -.,1J1 :l-ri o c-.u-c .L*i,A\frJt

14 :30-16: 30

Jamal Mimouni
Algeria

Ultra High Energy Cosmlc Rays, Some
Cosmological Consequences

14:30-14: 50

M. BaselAl-
Taei

Jordan

J_9-i ,,,'d'i :r-:i U"Li *jr .d+ e,5 e i: .,

t"-*"S
14:50-15: 10

ShawkiAl-Dallal
Bahrain

On The Origin Of Gamma Ray Bursts And
Ionized Radiation In The Universe

15 :10-15: 30

Ayad Al-Ani
lraq

Cosmological Application of Gravitational
Lensinq

15 :30-15: 50

Vladimir
Burdyuzha

Russia
The Evaluation of a vacuum Component of

the Universe

Jean Surdej
Bulgaria

Gravitational lensing

Break 15:00-16:20
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3rd Scientific Session aitU1t ,r,tlt
Arab AstronomY Heritage
Chair Persons i,"lJl i-U-r

"o j"-l"r a* 3 .r-;rJl +"*

,*".Ltt

16:20-18:30

Abdul-Amir al-
Aa'ssam

lraq

(Mafateeh al-3oloom) by al-Khawarizmi 16:20-16:40

AliAbanda
Jordan

The development of calendars through
centuries

16:40'17:00

Hassan Belani
Svria

,4\ill &,J, ..re pJl gl-1{-)
I \P *' JJ{' 17:00-17:20

orttl Ll-l+ ).^-'
Jordan .r-}-Yl G:Elt ,,s U*I ,-ri^,S &rl-9= ,j"rii-i 17:20-17:.40

aiil:p jpt*l
dr"^rrll ,+)l3l

lraq
diUl & JJ)"l ...r, :ls.r cLIc. ;l 17:40-18:00

.--!uc ,',,s JL-.r9-L

,JSJI
lraq

+,-dl d,3!111 !1t: ,ji iSlill .i)-E-Yl j,il;,

e+\-,' ,$c.4t-J":- ,:a J,
18:00-18:15

r_9ac 3.1:t-o .91U.

lraq
4+-L,"11 -:1s-.,3 i-J.;--dl !-,-ri dlg ulHl & 18:15-18:30

Return to Amman / Grand Palace Hotel
gx)l; sl* ,-l.li / rrl-c J] ;rll 18:30 - 19:30

1rt AUASS General AssemblY Meeting
.:t:)J ilJl JrYl tLJ+Yl

Grand Palace Hotel L!,Yt+ $1;s dr-ii

20:00 - 22:00

Khalil Konsul
Hamid Al-Naimiy

History and Activities Of AUASS
i,+1-J1 ;;r-:It s)))"= :L=iYl .:,LtLS 20:00 - 22:00
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Tuesday 1$th, August, 20CI$, Prin*ess $urnaya University for Te*hnology /Arnman
llel Sessions l: Different Fields of PhysiA) Para SIONS CSo

4th Scientific Session (A) A+lJll {1..lrll
Optics & Laser Physics

Chair Persons i-*tll i-U;
L;-Jl .+' SK .9s- , eL3;Jl pJi

i*.rf"lt

9:00-11:00

Mohammad Fazal
Mahmood

USA

Self-Focusing and Long Time Behavior of
Solutions in Optical Fibers

9:00-9:20

Mouayed Aziz
Hasan

Enas A. Khalid
lraq

The influence of the thermal effects in
diode-laser end-pumped Er:YAG laser 9:20-9:40

Fareed Faris
Rasheed

lraq

Single-Mode Electro-optically Tuned
Nd:WO4 Laser

9:40-10:00

AliA.Hussain
lraq

Absorption Spectra & Einstein Coefficients
of Some Molecular at Cryogenic

Temperature
10:00-10:20

Ehab S. M. AI-
Azawi

lraq

; 4+;L*S,)l ,l LlYl *r=j-g J"-.Jl u:r jk-
)j+il ;- li al 

,-", ,L ;*Ji
1O:20-10:40

10:40-11 :00

Break 11 :00-11 :30

4",*till Ladt i*,,telt

_,UJl +- ;1; oYi : JYrft s-s_'-

30-13:3011

Mouayed Aziz
lraq

61J^J-r$ !$\S1J1 ,,-lyJl u"b,.r ,J|-^i L-l;':
;\-,-Y1 ','\i;s t li- d LSi-Jl 11:30-11:50

Moafak Abdulrida
NadalAl-Ameer

K. Ahmad
lraq

The inflL:+nce of the doping level and the
density of localized states on the collation
efficiency of a -Si .H/c-Si hetro-junction .

11:50-12:10

F. H. Hamza
M. H. S. Al- douri

M. A. Abdala
Svria

High PRF Laser Computational System
Using Novel Technology (FPGA) 12:10-12:30

Mustafa M. Y.
Kamal
Esvpt

Solder & Bearing and fusible low melting
ailoys using Melt spinning Technique

12:30-1250

Nadir Fadhil
Habubi

lraq

V-type antireflection coating of weakly
absorption utilizing spray pyrolysis 12:50-13:10

Ekram A.
Hameed

lraq

Effect of Melting Temperature and Meltlng
Time on TC of Superconducting wires of

Bi2 Srs Ca Cu2 Oy.
13:10- 13:30

Lunch 13:30 - 15:00
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6th Scier*itic Session tat 4*','rLJl i* ltll A*"b'll

Materials Science ll
Chair Persons i-JJl i-U,r

i;,"= au.: Jt-i ,l J+r- gr;ls q-o

15:00 - 17:00

15:00 - 15:15

Mahdi H. Suhail
Waleed B.Saleh

Hamid S. Al
.Jumaily

lraq

Chemical spray pyrolysis of Zn:Cd:S:Cu
thin films

lzzat.M. Al-Essa
& Hassan.E.D

lraq

The Structural, Optical and Electrical
Properties of lnxSel-x Thin Films 15:15 - 15:30

N. F. Habubi
A.E. lbrahim

lraq

Gamma lrradiation Effect on the Electrical
Properties of SnO2 DoPed bY ln2O3 15:30 - 15:45

Harith lbrahim
Jaffer
lraq

Effect of lmmiscibility on Mechanical
Behavior for Polystyrene, Polycarbonate

Blends
15:45- 16:00

Kh. AL-Lamy
lraq

H.
erystallography and Morphology Properties

of a-lnSb Films PrePared bY Flash-
EvaPoration

16:00 - 16:15

Hanan AIi
Jordan

Optical properties of the system MR/BDK
and its application in optical data storage

media
16:15 - 16:30

Alia Adul Mhsin
Shehab

lraq

Carrier lnjection in Optically Bistable
Optoelectronic lnSb Device

16:30 - 16:45

Alaa
Abudul_Gafar

lraq

Genetic algorithm search approach for
optimizing multilayer optical filter

16:45 - 17:00

Return to Grand Palace Hotel, Amman

;Lc ,g*Y! $1J+ drli .,ll ;)J"11 17:00-18:00

arJJF ir<t;tl i**.il Lu#LLl;J,ic :.j-Eil LrJJq J\n=Yl
tail-6:.-i3'+-^Jl A-l*;\s^ U lL d'l$-l 18:00 - 20:00

2nd AUASS
General

Assembly
Meeting

Elections for the AUASS Higher Council
&

Amendment of
AUASS Internal Regulations

20:00- 22:00
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Parallel Session II: Astro cs&S Science
4th Scientific Session (B) 4r+lil {i.ldl 4,*l*tt

Astronomy & Astrophysics I

Chair Persons t-JJl a*uJ

J1- *- -r *rttll &! '"- "

9:00-11:00

Mashhoor A. Al-
Wardat
Jordan

Speckle interferometric results and
modified orbits of five binary systems 9:00-9:20

Mezaoui
Algeria Discovery of a superluminal structure in the

OW quasar 3C454.3
9:20-9:40

Wafa H. A. Zaki
lraq

The Mass Transfer Rates & Average Time
in Binarv Svstems

9:40-10:00

Sndus Abd-
Alabaas Al-Bakri

lraq
Plasma Drift in the Magnetic Field of Pulsar 1 0:00-1 0 :20

Hanna A. Sabat
Jordan

light-pollution 10:20-10:40

Husien Al-Omari
Jordan lron lnzal & Great Might 10:40-11 :00

Break 11 :00-11 :30

5'n Scientific Session (B) a*.;i11 a;*.lrll L,Illl
Astronomy & Astrophysics ll

Chair Persons i-.t11 i-[-r
ii]^\,, J=Jl .+, :;_*y JL"+

11:30-13:30

Hassan Bussara
Saudi Arabia

qJl . L -L -=UJt uXll
JJ' 1 1 :30-11 :50

Awras H. Ali
lraq

,.-LiiJt, JslI ;-"Jl 2L-iYl _p:n3 J*ti
.r*l1iJl,JiJ=ril al 

r-i..,\-: 11:50-12:10

DILEEP SATHE
lndia

Planetary motion: Why is it still difficult for
teaching and learning? 12:10-12:30

Djelloul Djafer
France

Sun diameter measurement using a new
FFTD method to determine the position of

the solar limb
12:30-12:50

Eng. Seddik
Elnagih
Libya

Solar activity 12:50-13:10

Abdulqader
Ebssem

Libya
2006 Solar Eclipse at Libya 13:10 - 13:30

Lunch 13:30 - 15:00
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6th Scientitic Session 1n1 i*.lt-'tt i'r"&ll A'*Lll
Remote Sensing

Chair Persons LJJl t-E:
,l li .t ll4jor , -.rog, o ldi,c:LsJl

-)-lsJ J J \! e

15:00 - 17:00

Mlle aicha elrhali
France

contribution of theory the markov (physics)
in remote sensing; application to detect the

urban
15:00 - 15:15

Busra K. al
Nakeeb

lraq

Hierarchical Multilevel Block Truncation
Coding of Satellite Color lmages.

15:15 - 15:30

Awni A.
Abdualhad

Borhan Al-Jarah
A. H. Al-Obaidi

lraq

r +: ++cliJl rl^lYl .aLS .& -,!Jl iUl_u
LANDSAT

15:30 -'15:45

Abdul Razaq
lraq

i A-iltll e)# .-tc 6Jl!l eL;r ;rnl.:\)
6Ji"l1 19JL*

15:45 - 16:00

Hayfa Gahazi
Rashid

lraq

Design of polarization insensitive narrow
band- pass filter

16:00 - 16:15

Najat M. Al Ubaidi
lraq

The Accuracy of lonospheric Models with
lonosonde observations for F2 in Mid

Latitude Region
16:15 - 16:30

Nassim
Seghouani

Alqeria

Helioseismology and the problem of
irregularly sampled data

16:30 - 16:45

Bassam M.
Mustafa

lraq

The Earth Machine and the Green-House
Effect

16:45 - 17:00

Return to Grand Palace Hotel, Amman

;Lc ,grY! slj+ drri .r{ ;:3*ll 17:00-18:00

1rl,:;,Yl 4+Slill 4+,-Jl L"+-Lll.o eic ij^\:Jl ,9JSJ! ,Jti"'-Yt

\a-.,tJ'' ^iy '.dl ,::-s\-y^ rJ^ :.r. e:S:
18:00 - 20:00

2nd AUASS
GeneralAssembly

Meeting

Elections for the AUASS Higher Council &
Amendment of

AUASS lnternal Regulations
20:00- 22:00
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Wednesday 1ith, ,i\ugilst,20CI$, prinuess $umaya [Jiriversity f*r"l'echrrol*gy lAtnrnan

7th S c i e nti f i c S es s i o n 4r+t*,:t LrAltJl a*"Jrll

lnstrumentations & Miscellaneous
Chair Persons i*iJl +-[-l
, q . ^,_\t S,.; _o -.,\ _*YJJ.. J

9:00-11:00

Mohamad S.
Ahmad

lraq

Aplanatic Gregorian & Cassegrain
Telescopes employing aspheric surfaces

9:00-9:20

Hanna A. Sabat
Ahlam Farhan

Mohammas
Salem

Ali Taani
Mustafa Zyout

Jordan

A tool for multi- disciplinarY 9:20-9:40

KamalAbood
lraq

Photon Counting Micro-adaptation For
Astronomical Applications

9:40-10:00

Noureddine Chair Partition ldentities From The Euler Gas 10:00 - 10:20

Amer B.Shalan
Hassan Elwi

lraq

Properties of Fractal Sierpinski Triangle
Antenna

10:20 - 10:40

Ati H. Al-
Hamdani,

S. Habana,
M.S. Mahdi

lraq

Design arrd Thermal Analysis For the
image of (B-12) m camera 10:40 - 11:00

Break 11 :00-11 :30

8th Scientific Session i;.U:t e*"hll ;...JJl

Radiation & Cosmic RaYs
Chair Persons L"lJl i-U-r

J\i.Jl .$i 3 6rLJ1 .-!_P _i:l'

11:30-13:30

Adnan Manshi
Syria

,,r-ll ,.,-tr.l1 -,^il1 ;lr^J,.=i1 ,t;)1 i.-1;:

e'b;Y\ J:= ,,i- c+.+ti
11:30-11:50

Shaker M. l\i-
Jobori , A.Murbat

t

A. Jarallah
lraq

Analysis of eclipse cosmic Ray using
nuclear analytical technique

11;50-12:10

A. S. Hasaani
lraq

Magnetically- Confined Plasma, the part
and Present state- of-the Art

12:10-12:30

ALI A. JABER,
Nidhala H. K. Al-
Ani and Maysoon

Sh. Abd-Alla
lraq

Theoretical Microbial Model for Small
Magellanic Cloud Extinction Curve

12:30-12:50
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Rajiha Rashid
lraq

LtS j;_r:r JL.- # +L,i)l 1_):Jt r"$
, c r1 pJl , ;r""" rll iJ.-l fVJJ v

12:50-13:10

Sabah Abdulnoor
lraq

Development of comPosite high-
temperature thermal barriers. 13:10-13:30

Lunch 13:30 - 15:00

l'1 :t.

Glosing Session & Recommendation
Chair Persons L.JJI 

':'*Utd-i! J-'L j .r--,"Jl tl"-
15:00 - 16:00

Return to Grand Palace Hotel and Departure
6 ;:UJl i,-., I r-nYl; sl- 6$s sll ;rdl

J\vJr

16:00 - 20:00
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Poster Session

grlr ell]=3 ptlS ,'l* i-lt. ^t
,irl:rc ;SL..i U J--j-J *r$l

lraq
c-rSlJSl .ilrL* J LUI i,l,'."i\l lJt:ll

Ekram A. Hameed
lraq

Dielectric Constant and Electrical Conductivity
of Ceramic-Polymer ComPosites

Abdul Razaq
lraq

o.r-:Jl LIL-",\l d qFJLili r'-.ll i;!ii ,lr-1.,'l
r1s, +4:J cr-,Yl .Cn.j-,

AwniA. Abdulahad
Sabah Y. Saman

Jawdat H. Mohamad
lraq

J)L. .-blJ etLi1 c:).ctii L-p .:)LL- # ;gS
++- .3y u.u -r-*Yl Es,E .#L.* os eu3;Yl

3Li:;Yl C^ 4+cLJl lqJl;'tij3 rlriJ

Sabah Abdulnoor
lraq

Energy Transfer in locally developed
honeycomb structures

lldus Nurgaliev
Russia

Forming of Structui-e of Universe from
Small Early Perturbations in N-component

Medium

lldus Nurgaliev
Russia

Cosmology, Society and Education

Husien Al-Omari
Jordan

Earths Creation & Eventual Expectations
according to Glorious Qur'an & Astrophysics

.)LJl rrc ,'ql 1 J1 :rs\.
lraq

d ,xjtt JI-FY 1ll-,K cixr^ a+-A pl 't'",1
+*-:Jl :-',4 

i;...s, -:t-! =e;-Jt i*^lt
Abdullah K.Ahmed

Ayad A.A-ani
lraq

Analytical study for the strong & microlensing
in some gravitational lensing systems

Ali H. Al-Hamdani
S. Habana
M.S. Mahdi

lraq

1-Development of composite high-temperature
thermal barriers.

2-Energy Transfer in locally developed
honeycomb structures.

Jamal Mimouni
Algeria

The Celebrations
of World Year of Physics 2005 in Algeria

Jamal Mimouni
Algeria

ljFill -!- J. ;U;)l J; J^J!

Us.ill \a-r1r1S-13 ;":Jl ;:;
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Monday '15'n, AuSust, 2005 / Al-alEayt University

ltt sESSloN:

Einstein's Unification scheme via Kaku's Hyperspace
Hisham Ghassib

President / Princess Sumaya University for Technology
Amman / Jordan

This review concerns the book entitled "Hyperspace" by the theoretical physicist, Michio Kaku.

The book is originally a 1994 Oxford University Press publication.

By hyperspace we actually rnean multi-dimensional physical space-i.e., the possibility that

.[n.uiir. is merely , .rtrr section of a multi-dimensional physical space that does not

manifest itself to thl senses, but might manifest itself in various disguised forms, such as

various forces and fields. The basic idea of the book is that the laws of nature are enormously

simplified and clarified if they are expressed in hyperspace. ln other words, the natural language

for expressing the laws of nature is the language of hyperspace-of multi-dimensional

geometry.

The idea of hyperspace is rather acceptable mathematically. lt could be viewed as a mere

mathematical 
-ploy'to 

organize mathematical thoughts and generalize them. However'

physically, it ia a devastJting idea when it is first encountered. I remember how utterly

hunO.rgrrted I was when I first encountered, in the early seventies, Kaluza's idea of a five-

dimenjional physical space which unifies electromagnetism with gravitation quite naturally. I just

coutd not accept the idea, even though I found it fascinating, to say the least. To me at the time,

it was the craziest idea one could imagine, and I tried to interpret it positivistically and

mathematically-as a mere artificial and regulative ploy designed to organize the language of

scientific discourse. I guess Einstein must have felt the same when he first encountered the

idea in 191g. That.*pliinr the delay in responding to Kaluza and his lukewarm attitude towards

it throughout his iife.

However, once one has encountered the idea of compactification and of gauge symmetrical

inner spaces, one tends to accept the idea and its plausibility rather readily, and even to

embrace it and delight in it.
Needless to say, the idea opens up a whole new universe of possibilities and revitalizes the old

philosophical question apropos the dimensionality of space and its necessity (Aristotle, Kant,

Hegel, BradleY).

This text is a very enterta ning text, as a popularization text ought to be. However, that does not

detract from its scientific iritegrity and precision. Kaku succeeds superbly in his task of

simplifying science and reporting ii accurately at the same time, and it is not any science he

sets himself the task of simplifying, but rather the most elaborate science one can imagine-no

more and no less than the theory of everything, superstring theory. Yet, the theory remains

enormously ambiguous and foggy, and t do not think it is Kaku's fauit. Rather, it has something

to do with superstring theory iibrr As Kaku himself emphasizes, superstring theory is a 21-

century theory which has aicidentally fallen in the 20th century. That might well be the case,

though I persbnally doubt it. ln spite of its many formal successes-and I emphasize the word
,,formal,,-there is something arbiirary, perhaps in an aesthetic sense, about it. This arbitrariness

resides principally in the idea of Planck length strings, wnich is out of tune with what one might

call physical 
'elegance, 

an elegance whic[ has hitherto characterized physical theory since

Newton.
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This is the sort of elegance that has guided Dirac and Einstein in their great work. Somehow, it
contradicts the spirit of their quest and the logic of their theoretical construction. Whereas
Elnstein tried throughout his life to do away with particles-what Kaku tends io call wood, in
opposition to marble (fields)-superstring tlreory tends to strengthen the wood element in
physical theory by literal,y extending the particle to the string. lt is even not satisfied witlt
particles. lt has to add rnore wood by extending them to strings, or, perhaps, hypersurfaces.
Contrary to what Kaku seems to imply, superstring theory is hardly the pure marble theory
Einstein (and de Broglie and Schrodinger) dreamt of and toiled to achieve.
ln fact, it accentuates the wood elerrent in traditional quantum field theory. I think Einstein
would have been very unhappy with it. It would certainly not have met his logical and aesthetic
standards. I thlnk that the marble enthusiasts should look somewhere else- in some synthesis
of the Einstein, Weyl, anC {.aluza type unifications. Otherwise, the theory would be a mere
reproduction of the.juig)e of wood and marble-an accentuation of a fundamental contradiction
that has plagued, or, rather, enriched, physical theory ever since Newtcn formulated his theory
of gravitation. ln fact, hitlrerto, all unified theories have ended up accentuating this fundamental
contradiction, whether it be Max Abi-aham's, Einstein's, de Broglie's, Schrodinger's or Kaluza's
attempts. However, the difference between these attempts and superstring theory is that the
former started with marbie and degenerated, later on, to wood, whereas the latter started from
wood-an abundance of wood, to be sure-and is moving towards more conlplex forms of
wood.

Kaku treats a wide variety of hot issues, all in the context of the theory of hyperspace, including
wormholes, time ti"avel, ecological ciisasters, the oi'igin cf the universe, and the possibility of
controlling the universe, man-made unrverses and survival in a coiiapsing universe via the extra
dimensions in hyperspace. A,ll that is treated in a unique style that strikes a delicate balance
between scientific precisron and Iiterary elegance and lucidity.

In Kaku's account of uniiied fieid theory, Bernhard Riernann occupies a unique place, and
rightly so. For, Riemann is the initiator of the two pr-incipai tools of 20th century field
unification-Riemannian geometry and the idea of hyper-s1,ace. The former was the basic tool
used by Einstein to br-rild the first successful and comprehensive field theory of gravity, and the
latter was the basic tool used by general relativists to build general relativistic unified field
theories. The irony of it all, however, was that Riemann's great work was ignored scientifically,
but adopted mystically and appropriated by popular culture !n the second half of the 19th
century. lt proved to be so revoiutionary that it had to wait more than fifty years to be recognized
by the physics community. ln one of the nrost entertaining chapters of the book, Kaku gives a

detailed account of the cultural and popu;ar impact Rienrann's rr'rork had in the second half of
the 19th century. Kaku Coes not fail to drarnr our attention to the !nteresting fact that this suitable
cultural atmosphere prepar-ed the way for the scientific revival of Riemann's work. This is a fine
example of the complex relationship beti.nreen science and culture. Of course, the scientist
credited with the discovery r'the potentialities of Riemann's hyperspace for field unification was
the German riiathematician, Theodor Kaluza, who extended Einstein's four-dimensional
spacetirne to a five-dimensional hyperspace, unifying thus gravitation and elecronragnetism. As
I implied above, Kaku seems to imply that superstring theory is the natural offspring of the
Riemann-Einstein-Kaluza-Weyi field unification project. ln fact, the latter may be the marble part
of the former, but it is certainly not the whole edifice, as I have argued above.
But, after all, perhaps the whole marbie project enunciated by giants like Riemann, Clifford, Max
Abraham, Einstein, Weyl, Kaluza, Mie, and Schrodinger is a mere aesthetic, Pythagorian-like
illusion against which both nature and the logic of physics militate. Perhaps, the logic of
unification has nothing to do with any forrr of reductionism-not even reducing physical theory
to pure marble. Perhaps, it is basically the logic of resolving specific contradictions and
overcoming them via dialectical synthesis, as I have tried to show in a book of mine, which was
published in Arabic in 1988 under the title, THE PROCESS OF UNIFICATION lN FIELD
PHYSICS: THE ROAD TO RELATIVITY (FROM COPERNICUS TO EINSTEIN) lt may be that
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unification is merely the way physical knowledge progresses and develops. lt may be nothing

more than the process of dialectical synthesis Hegel and Marx talked about in the previous

century.
To illustrate my point, at the start of the 20th century, scientists like Wien, Lorentz, Max

Abraham and l{eaviside, amongst others, tried in vain to reduce the whole of physics to

Maxwell's equations and the electromagnetic field-i.e., to show that the whole of nature is a

mere manifestation of the electromagnetic field. However, the whole enterprise soon failed, and

teO to partial resolutions of the contradictions between mechanics and electromagnetism in

totally unexpected directions-namely, towards special relativity and quantum theory; to a new

balance between marble and wood, or, to a higher level of contradiction between marble and

wood.

Kaku,s book is indeed a liberating gem of science popularization a la that master of scientific

writing, the late Carl Sagan. lt is a ioherently expressed hymn to man's potentiality for divine

greatiess and to science's immense role in the ascent of man from animal to God. Specifically,

irrg" third-world intellectuals to read it, and translate it into their languages, so that they could

use it as a weapon to emancipate popular consciousness from the shackles of the traditions of

finitude, and uplift it towards the logic of the infinite.

Gravitation and lnertia before and after Albert Einstein
lldus Nurgaliev

Moscow State Agro-UniversitY
Russia

General theory of gravity is treated as only one of the possible ways to include relativistic
principles into-description of gravitational interaction and inertia phenomena. Two alternative

approaches are derived and developed in details as the "pre-Einstein" and post-Einstein

veisions of the theory: Maxwelliantype gravi-inertial field and including Cartan torsion

respectively. Astronomical and cosmological consequences and observable predictions are

derived.

Bohr as a phenomenological Realist
Towfic Shomar

PhiladelPhialJ niversitY

There is confusion, even between Bohr's nearest students, in what to label him, instrumentalist

[1] or a realist [2]. I argue that Bohr is a realist, and the confusion is due to the fact that he holds

l ruw special-view on realism, which did not suffuse with the philosophers views. His position

was sometimes labeted as an instrumentalist and others as realist because he was instrumental

on the level of theories but realist on the level of models, such a realist position is what I call

phenomenological realism [3]. ln this paper, and by taking Bohr's debate with Einstein as a
paradigm, I try to prove that Bohr was such a realist'
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Riemann Hypothesis
Fayez Fawq Al-Ada

President of the Syrian Cosmological Society
P.O. Box, 13187, Damascus,Syria

Tels: 00963 -1 1 -277 67 29, 271 3005
hayfa@scs-net.org

I have already discovered a simple proof of the Riemann Hypothesis. I give in my paper the
details of the proof. I give a simple proof of the Riemann Hypothesis. The hypothesis states that
the nontrivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function have real part equal to 0.5.

Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays, Some Gosmotogical Consequences

Department :,tri:,Y:H*nv orscience,
Mentouri University, 25000, Constantine, Algeria

We discuss at an elementary level the physics of cosmic rays focusing on the Ultra High Energy
part of the spectrum. We then discuss the puzzles related to their distribution as found in the
various air shower detectors and their relation to cosmological issues in particular with respect
to their origin. We elaborate on the Z-burst mechanism and how some variants could evade the
new limits on the AGN production of neutrinos. We present a production model which is
consistent with the AGN data and could be probed in future experiments.
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On The Origin of Gamma Ray Bursts and lonized Radiation in the Universe
Shawki Al-Dallal

Physics Department / Bahrain University
Bahrain

aldal lal@batelco.com.bh

Since their discovery some thirty years ago by military satellites, gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)

have endured as one of astronomy's greatest mysteries. ln this paper we review the existing

models to explain the origin of gamma ray bursts and highlight the difficulties associated with

these models. We proceed then to consider the general features of the GRBs and propose a

new model of their origin that is closely related to the initial phase of the big bang itself.

According to current mbdels, it is expected to observe more GRBs in the direction of high

concentrition of galaxies such as the Great Wall. Even though, the position of some gamma

ray events are foJnd to coincide with that of galaxies, their distribution on the sky is random and

is not correlated with the distribution of galaxies or galactic clusters. Another important aspect

of GRBs is that these are occurring at great distances stretching to billions of light years away' lt

then becomes tempting to ask why they are not occurring in the nearby clusters of galaxies.

Furthermore, GRBs fatiinto two categories: long ones lasting from a couple of seconds to few

minutes, and short ones lasting less than 2 seconds, sometimes less than 0.1 second'

However, there is no cutting edge between the two categories, and when traced versus

duration, they form a continuous paitern, which is very difficult to explain in terms of the existing

models. ln iact, their distribution in distance may allow us to see further back into cosmic
history than anything else. Some GRBs likely come from red shifts of 10 to 20, in the era when

the very first stirs wLre formed. Another trend in this regard is that more distant a GRB is - and

hence ihe earlier in the universe it happened - the more intrinsically powerful it generally turns

out to be. ln this paper we argue that GRBs are related to the initial phase of the big bang when
quantum fluctuations dominate the expanding fireball. A model explaining how GRBs are

initiated and evolved in the early stage of the big bang is presented. Comparison with recent

data obtained from WMAP satellite are shown to be consistent with our model. lt is shown that

ionized radiation in the universe is intimately related to gamma ray bursts.

Cosmological Application of Gravitational Lensing
Ayad Al-Ani and Ahmad M.AL-Ani

Dept. of Astronomy, College of Science, University of Baghdad, Jadriyah, Baghdad, Iraq

ln this paper, we present the main application of strong lensing observation to put the constant

in Hubble constant for adopted values of the deceleration parameter by using the generalized

isothermic lens model. Furthermore; we present the effect of the other cosmological parameters

specially, the effect of the dark matter on the last sixth system using smooth less parameter for

the matter distribution.
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The Evolution of a Vacuum Component of the Universe
Vladimir Burdyuzha

Lebedev Physical lnstitute of Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
Russia

A vacuum component of the Universe has evolved together with matter. lt has evolved till last
relativistic phase transition
(T-150 MeV) after which it has become a "cosmological constant". This was a period of
vacuum evolution which was investigated by me. Besides, the new term - "gravitational vacuum"
was involved which is a gravitational vacuum condensate by analogy with a quark-gluon
condensate. The production of gravitational vacuum defects and their contribution to the energy
density of the Universe are also discussed. These topological microstructures could be
produced as a result of creation of the Universe from "nothing" when a gravitational vacuum
condensate has appeared. They must be isotropically distributed over the isotropic expanding
Universe. After Universe inflation these microdefects are smoothed, stretched and broken up.A
part of them could survive and now they are perceived as the structures of Lambdaterm
(quintessence) and an unclustered dark matter. lt is shown that the parametrization
noninvariance of Wheeler-DeWitt equation can be used to describe phenomenologically
vacuum topological defects of different dimensions (worm-holes, micromembranes, microstrlngs
and monopoles). The mathematical illustration of these processes may be the spontaneous
breaking of the local Lorentz-invariance of the quasi-classical equations of gravity. The
gravitational vacuum condensate has fixed time in our Universe. Besides, 3-dimensional
topological defects renormalize Lambda-term.

Gravitational lensing
Jean Surdej

Institute of Astrophysics and Geophysics, Lidge University
Belgium

According to Einstein's general theory of relativity, a gravitational field bends electromagnetic
waves in much the same way as low atmospheric air layers, subject to a vertical density
gradient, curve the trajectory of a propagating light ray. Large mass concentrations in the
Universe (stars, galaxies, clusters, etc.) can thereby act as a sort of lens, a gravitational lens.
Magnificent cosmic mirages may sometimes result and it is therefore not a surprise that
gravitational lensing perturbs our view of the distant Universe and also affects our physical
understanding of various classes of extragalactic objects. After briefly reviewing the history of
gravitational lensing since the early thoughts of Newton in 1704 until the serendipitous
discovery of the first gravitational lens system by Walsh, Carswell and Weymann in 1979, we
recall the basic principles of atmospheric and gravitational lensing. We then describe and use a
simple optical gravitational lens experiment which has the merit of accounting for all types of
image configurations observed among presently known gravitational lens systems. This
experiment also accounts for dust extinction in lensing galaxies, the formation of giant luminous
arcs, etc. Some direct images of the best known examples of multiply imaged quasars, radio
rings and giant luminous arcs and arclets observed with the Hubble Space Telescope will be
presented. Finally, we show how it is possible to use gravitational lensing as a cosmological and
astrophysical tool, the most interesting applications being the determination of the Hubble
parameter H0, the mass of very distant lensing galaxies as well as the distribution of luminous
and dark matter in the Universe.
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(A): 
(A) Different Field of Physics

Self-Focusing and Long Time Behaviour of Solutions in Optical Fibers
Mohammad Fazal Mahmood

Howard University, Washington, D.C.20059
USA

Optical solitons are noniinear pulses that propagate without any change of shape or intensity in
the anomalous dispersion regime of the fiber relying on a balance between self-phase
modulation (nonlinear effect) and group velocity dispersion (linear effect). ln recent years there
has been a growing interest in all-optical circuits and networks for optical communications and
processing at speeds approaching a terabit-per-second. Application arenas for ultrafast serial
processing include high perlormance fronVback ends of long-haul telecommunication systems,
local or metropolitan area networks, and high-speed encoding and decoding of signals to
guarantee secure transmission. The potential of all-optical switching devices has led to a

promising interest in the study of optical signal processing.
Solitons are referred to some localized solution of a partial differential equation, describing the
evolution of a nonlinear system, and behave like particles in the sense that after interaction they
regain their initial amplitude and velocity. The only residual effect of the interaction is the phase
shift. The main equation in nonlinear optics is the nonlinear Schroedinger (NLS) equation. ln
this proposed talk I will basically focus on main ideas and principles underlying the concept of
solitons with emphasis on self-focusing and long time behavior of optical solitons. Now a days,
a whole new concept of nonlinear integrable systems is found in many areas of physical
sciences. Fairly wide classes of soliton solutions for optical fibers that are associated with cubic
nonlinearity are described by a system of coupled partial differential equaiions, which represent
space-time evolution of complex amplitudes of modal expansion of the associated electric field.
To obtain analytic approximations to solitons of certain coupled NLS equations, a particle like
nature of optical solitons has been used in order to obtain a set of coupled ordinary differential
equations (ODE) for adiabatic variation of slowly varying soliton parameters during propagation
in optical fibers. These parameters determine the field amplitudes through the prescribed
functional dependence.
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The influence of the thermal effects in diode-laser end-pumped Er:YAG
laser

Mouayed Aziz Hasan, Enas A. Khalid
Department of Laser and Optoelectronics Engineering

UniversitY of TechnologY
Baghdad / lraq

The influence of the thermal effects in diode-laser end-pumped Er:YAG laser is presented in

this paper. A theoretical analysis of these effects on the output performance characteristics:

output power, beam quality and the optimization of the laser resonator, is given.

It is found that the induced thermal iocal length is inversely proportional with the input diode-

laser pumping power. The results show that for an Er:YAG laser rod with 3mmx30mm

dimensions, ithermat focal length on the rod axis of 55 mm is induced at 50 W pumping power

with a pump beam radius of O.+ mm. This laser rod can be pumped up to =925 W of pump

power with such a pump beam radius giving induced thermal focal length inside the laser rod.

The loss of Gaussian laser mode in Er:YAG laser rod, was calculated with and without the use

of birefringence compensation. lt is found that the Gaussian loss due to stress-induced

birefringenie in a uniformly pumped Er:YAG rod laser is proportional with resonator mode

radius ind it can be reduced with reduclng the resonator mode radius .

The phase shift difference between the radial and tangential polarization components of the

pump beam through the Er:YAG laser rod increases along the rod radius from the rod center.

It found that the upper limit for the depolarization loss for the diode laser pump beam inside the

laser rod increases with increasing the resonator laser mode radius and decreases with

increasing the crystal wavelengtfr (i.e tlre upper laser limit of depolarization loss for '1.06 pm is

greater than that for 2 pm which is greater than 2.94 pm).

single-Mode Electro-optically Tuned Nd: YVO4 Laser
Fareect Faris Rasheed and Haider Hadi Suhail

Department of Laser and Optoelectronics Engineering
U niversitY of TechnologY

Baghdad / lraq

The design and operation of a single - tirlode Electro-optically tuned Nd-WO4 laser is
described. Nd. yVO4 laser crystal his been utilized due to large difference of stimulated-

emission cross section between 7r and o polarization which help to suppress the tendency of

the operation in two poi",iization modes that have different frequencies where the laser operates

in onlythe fi- polarized mode, unless lt is pumped forabove threshold.
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Absorption Spectna & Einstein Coefficients of sorne lVlolecules at Cryogen!c
Temperature

Ali A. Hussain
Astronomy Department / College of Science / Baghdad University

lraq

Some organic mclecules (ethylbenzene and bi'omobenzene) v',ere examined usrng rnair.i><

isolation technique (l'l1l) This technique is used for trapping isolated molecule of the species c,
interest in a large excess of an inert material by rapid condensaticn at a iovr temperaiui-e, so
that, the diluent forms a rigid matrix. Ml provides approximately an ideal environment foi'
isolating the molecule under invest:ration in order to approach the gas phase enrrironment.

A complete description of Ml systerl and its benefits will be presented. Several parameters such
as, Einstein A and B coefficients, and mean electronic transition moment of the mentioned
molecules have been measured at 1B K.

Higher transition values r,ryere obtained for ethylbenzene rnolecule (1.04x10-18 and 0.68x1018; in
CO and Ar matrices respectively relative to that of bromobenzene molecule.
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Mouayed Aziz and Haleema Jaber Al-Hamdani

Department of Laser and Optoelectronics Engineering
U niversity of TechnologY

Baghdad / lraq
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PolYcarbcxYlaie cement

The tnfluence Of The Doping Level And The Density Of Localized $ta{.35 On

The collection Efficiency of a -si : Hic-si Hetrodunction
Moafak Abdulrida and Nadal A!-Ameer

Baghdad UniversitY / lraq

The carrier's collection efficiency of n-type amorphous/p-type crystalline siliccn hetercjunctron

was evaluated by using the effect of two important factors. These facicrs are, dopii,g levels and

the density of localized states, in the amorphous side of the junction. lt has been found that tlre

value of the carrier's collection efficiency was changing accordrng to the change in ihese, t'ric
factors throughout their effects on the depletion region width. The calculaticns wei-e baseci on

the solution of continuity equation to gather with the Poisson's equatlon and by considering the

boundary conditions. lt is found that the present results are in good agiee:nent ',",1h the

experimental published data.
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High PRF Laser Computational System Uslng Novel Technology {f FGA}
F. H. Hamza, M. H. S. A/- douri and M. A. Abdala

U niversity of l'(ai arnoc r-r

Derattia
SYRIA.

ln this research an eflicient design and implementation of a high repetition laser Cisiance,
speed, and path tracking measurements system is presented, in which a new ciigital tecirnolcgy
is used. The technique for measuring time adopted depends upon puised tirne -of-flght that
makes it possible to achieve a langer linear dynamic measurement range r,vltir srnailei'
construction size compared with other methods.
The work is divided lnto 1wc parls the hardware oart by using the Iatest digitai in F:ieci
Programmable Gate Arrays technology (FPGA), which makes the irnrrlemented s1,,s"iei:'i i-iiglriy
flexible and modular. Such features enable the constr-uction of large digital ci,-cr;t in e.

considerably short time and small size. The other part irnplemented by softwar"e iisirig :he (C++;
language.
ln the current design, main target information (range, speed, and path iracking) can be
obtained. The system is testeci in different ways (Simulation and Real) for fixeC and mo,red
target.
The practical results indicate that the use of FPGA teclinology in implementing ciesign grves the
system higher reliability and accuracy.

Solder & Bearing and fusible low meltir;g ailoys usinE Melt sp!r-'ln!r:g
Technique

Mustafa M. Y. l^hmesi
Cairo Universiiy

r<a m a r 
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The talk will be about the research done in my lab on low rneiting temperatui-e Solder, Bearing and
Fusible alloys using Melt Spinning technique "RAPID SOLIDIFICATION TECHNOLOGY'.

V-type antireflection coating of weakly absorption utilizing spray pyrollrsis
Nadir Fadhil Habubi

Department of Physics, College of Education, Ai-Musiansiriya University

Effect of Melting Temperature and Melting Time on Tc of Superconducting
wires of Bi2 Sr2 Ca Cu2 Oy.

Ekram A. Hameed
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Chemical spray pyrolysis of Zn:Cd:S:Cu thin films
*Mahdi H.Suhail,**Hamid S.Al.Jumaily & **Waleed B. Salelt

* Department of Physics, College of science, University of Baghdad
** Department of Physics, College of science, University of Anbar

We used the chemical spray pyrolysis method to prepare thin films for semiconductcr
compounds quaternary structure [Zn:Cd.S:Cu] . We study the structure, optical and electrical
properties of these films. From the X- ray analysis all the films were polycrystalline. The energy
gap (Eg) were calculated from the absorption spectrum ranged between (200-1000 nn':) which is
allowed direct transition. The value of Eg varied from 1.9-1.3 eV when the concentraiion of the
copper varied from (2-4 ml) while the value of Eg was about 2.4 eV at zinc concentraiion 20 ml.
The value of refractive index (n) were varied between 1.5 to 4 within range (400-700) nm before
and after this range the value of (n ) is high .The extinction coefficient (k) has maximum rza!ue at
zinc concentration with 15 ml.
From the Hall effect measurements all films were p- type The D.C conductivit! ri,3sSJrements
with the range (295-475) K were obtained and show two activation energy varied t',ith the
variation of the temperature and the concentration of the elements in the compositicn.

The Structural, Optical and Electrical Properties of lnxSel-x Thin Filnns
lzzat .M. A/-Essa and Hassan E. D.

Department of Physics, College of Science, University of Baghdad,
Jadyriah, Baghdad, lraq

lndium Selenium is one of Ill-Vl compound semiconductor which can be considei'ed as one of
the important material in the construction of the most sophisticated optoelectronic devices.
A polycrystalline lnrSer-* alioys have been prepared successfuliy by the method I q.ienching
from elements. The i;r*Se1-* thin films of thickness 400 nm and rate of deposition 1 nn:isec l.iave
been prepared from the alloy by thermal evaporation method at x=0.5, and 0.7 and ai diiierent
substrate (T'= 303,373 and 473K) and annealing (Tu= 303, 3+3 and 473K) temperature. X- ralr
examination have shown that lnrSel-, alloys and thin films prepared at Tr=4231( eie
polycrystalline and the other films are amorphous. The optical energy gap (Eopt) was iound io
decrease with Increasing lndium in the film while increase with increasing T. and T,
DC electrical conductivity varies exponentially with the inverse of temperature with two stages of
conductivity (for x =0.7) and one stage of conductivity (for x =0.5) through the range of
temperature (303-473) K.
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Gamma lrradiation Effect on the Electrical Properties of SnO2 Doped by
ln203

N.F. Habubi and A.E. lbrahim
Department of Physics, College of Education, Al-Mustansiriya University

*Department of Physics, College of Science, Diala University
lraq

Thin films of SnOz and SnOz: lnzOo at different doping percentage (1-5 %) have been prepared
on a glass slide substrates using chemical spray pyrolysis technique. The electrical properties

including the dc conductivity and Seebeck effect have been studied. The results of Lno against
1000/T show two mechanisms, i.e., there is two activation energy for the as deposited thin films,

The or" is decreased as the doping percentage increased except for 1o/o doping, and the

activation energy that increased as the doping percentage increased, lt was found that
irradiation affected the dc conductivity, generally increased the dc conductivity and decrease the
value of the activation energy in comparison with the un-irradiated films
Seebeck effect was calculated for all the samples under investigation and showed negative
values, which indicate that these samples were of ntype semiconductor, and the value of
Seebeck decreased as the doping percentage increased except 1%, the thermal activation
energies were obtained also. lt was found that E, increased as the doping percentage increased
except in 1o/o, finally the efficiency of the thermoelectric power was calculated and it was shown
that their values decreased as the doping percentage increased. lt was found that irradiation
affect Seebeck coefficient and thermoelectric efficiency, whereas the value of thermal activation
energy decrease in comparison with these values obtained before irradiation.

Effect of lmmiscibility on Mechanical Behavior for Polystyrene,
Polycarbonate Blends

Harith lbrahim Jaffer
Department of Physics, College of Science, University of Baghdad

Baghdad-lraq
P.O. box 47246

The mechanical properties of polystyrene (PS), polycarbonate (Pc) and there blends have been
studied. Two types of polymer Ps, Pc was chosen to form blends in deferent ratio Pc/Ps
(0.5/1 .5,111,1.5/0.5) Films of polymers and there blend were prepared, and tested using tensile
test. lt's found that the blending Ps to Pc and the morphology of blends would change the
mechanical behavior and cracks propagation for Pc, and blending Pc with Ps will reduce the
strength and the strain of Pc.
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Crystallography and Morphology Properties of a-lnSb Films Prepared by
Flash-Evaporation

H. Kh. AL-Lamy
Department of Physics, College of Science, University of Baghdad,

Baghdad-lraq

lnSb films have been prepared by flash evaporation technique; the structural and morphoiogy of

films have been investigated by using X- ray diffraction (XRD) and Scanning electron

microscope (SEM). Morphology properties have been stucjied as a function of the film thickness

and annealing temperature Ta. SEM micrographes reveal that for Tr>'150oC, the siructure
consists of nanocrystallites embedded in an amorphous network. XRD and infrared experiment
results are consistent with each other, indicating that configuration disorder in arnorphc'.:s

network of the lnSb films decreases with the increasing Tu and film thickness increases.

Optical properties of the system MR/BDK and its application in optical data
storage media

Hanan Ali
Physics Department / Al-alBayt University

Jordan
hanan_1 0002002@yahoo. com

ln this paper the optical properties of Azo-dye (Methyl Red) at various PH (Acidity) and the
photosensitive Benzil Dimethyl Ketal (BDK) system has been studied. MR/BDK systam has

been studied by Al Attar et al (2003) at fixed MR actdity (PH 4.02). They have shown ihat iarge
optical constants change can be induced upon exposure to low power UV light at vravelength
254nm.ln this work the acidity of the MR has been varied by addition of HCI and NaOH to shift
the absorption peak to the red and blue spectra to mach the absorption peak with ihe dloc'e

lasers wavelength that used in CD and DVD driver devices. The optical constants of MR/BDK
system at various MR acidlty has been measured using variable angle speciroscopic
ellipsometer (VASE). The effect of UV on the films prepared from polar solvent ethanol is

different in response to the UV light compared to that prepared by non polai' solvent
chlorobenzen. The absorption peak shift only appears in the films prepared by chlorobenzen,
while no shift was seen in the films prepared by ethanol. The change in optical constants due to
exposure to UV light was less in the films that prepared with the addition of HCI and NaCH
which indicates a chemical change in MR or MR/BDK systems.
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Carrier lnjection in Optically Bistable Optoelectronic lnSb Device
Alia Adul Mhsin Shehab

The required injected carrier's number, current, and voltage to achieve switching dynamics in n-
type lnSb have been calculated theoretically.
Al77 K, for an applied bias of 143 mV our entire injection requirements are satisfied by only 0.6
mA , while at 300 K, for an applied bias of 31 mV the entire injection requirements are satisfied
by 170 A.

Genetic algorithm search approach for optinnizlng rnultilayer optical filter
Alaa AbuCul_Gafar

Ar- M u stans' r'' "'J;:'lYJiffi:;J ::H'"" 
/ P hvsics De p

Constructing multilayer optical coating is a difficult large-scale optimization problem due to the
enormous size of the search space. In this paper, a new approach for designlng multilayer
optical filter is presented using genetic algorithms (GAs) as a synthesis method. ln this
approaclr, it is necessary to know the length of the chromosome and genetic operators but it is
not necessary to specify how many layers will be in a design. Results show that, our approacl-r
is very fast, flexible and can easily be adapted to other application dcmains.
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Speckle interferometric results and modified orbits of five binary systems
M.A.Al-Wardat Y.Y.Balega E.A.Pluzhnik

Z.U.Shkhagosheva
Jordan

We present the accurate relative positions of five binary systems as a result of diffracticn-limited
optical speckle interferometry performed in 2001 and 2002 with the 6-m telescope of the Special
Astrophysical Observatory in Zelenchuk. lmproved orbits are presented and magnitude
differences were measured for the pairs. Parallaxes from Hipparcos and others were coinbined
with magnitude differences to derive absolute magnitudes for the systems, and with the orbital
elements to derive the mass sums.

Discovery of a superluminal structure in the OVV quasar 3C454.3
Abderrahmane Mezaoui

France
mezaoui@yahoo.com

Abstract: Quasars are the farthest objects in the universe. To obtain images of them, we must
use the VLBI technic (Very Large Baseline lnterferomtry). The basis of the method consists of
constructing a fictive radiotelescope the diameter of which is as big as that of the eaiiir.
Knowing that the angular resolution grow with the diameter of the antenna, we can then observe
the structure of the quasar.
Nonetheless, this is not possible in optical Astronomy. Because in VLBI experiences the data
are not sufficiently numerous, the image is not directly obtained by an FFT. We must use
methods of images restauration like clean and MEM c, Maxintum Entropy Methcd. We
succeded to obtain images of the OW quasar 3C454.3 at different epochs in X band. P,ecently
we have also proved its existence in S band thanks to suprresolution. Actuazllt we are trying to
measure its apparent velociiy which accordingly to some authors is about 20 C.

The Mass Transfer Rates & Average Time in Binary Systems
Wafa H. A, Zaki

Astronomy Department, College of Science, Baghdad University
hssnM@yahoo.com

Studying the phenomena of mass transfei" from primary star to another secondary in the
binaries systems is an important case in the study of the stellar evolution in partlcular, of all

different types of binary stars especially the eclipsing systems. The aim of this research is to
explain and calculate the mass transfer rate and the time average of this rate between the two
stars in a binary system. Many kinds of stellar systems have been processed. For each one
there was a unique time average of the mass transfer in addition to calculating Roche's radius
for a group of binary stars systems, the change in the distance between two stars and the
change in the orbital period for the binary system has been calculated. The technique of
calculating the time average for the overflow and mass transfer has been chosen from noticing
the change in the orbital period for the secondary stars .The modified criterion of the mass
transfer rate has been applied instead of the classical criterion for Roche model, as a result of
this modification new parameters have been introduced.
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Plasma Drift in the Magnetlc Field of Pulsar
Sndus Abd-Alabaas Al-Bakri

Astronomy Department, College of Science, Baghdad University
Baghdad / lraq

The magnetic field of pulsar is considered to be a magnetic dipole field. The pulsar is a ner,:tron

star, so its atmosphere is assumed to be a thin plasma layer. The work is irrierested oi-: 'tlte

effect of the geometry of the magnetic field on the plasma, witlrin light cylinder (R1 = 3x 108nr).

ln this worl< the motions of plasma atmosphere of pulsar is considered. The nro'iei cf ot-ilsar,
which we adopted, is that of Goldreich and Julian. lt is an aligned magnetic dipole rotaicr. The
pulsar magnetic field (at the surface) is about JOU T, with^high cun,aiui^e. Tne plasrna
iemperature and density is estimated to be about 103 eV and 10a0 m-3 respectively.
Within this atmosphere both of plasma and magnetic field affect each other. Tlre radio p slicwei
the domination of magnetic field pressure near the sunace where p<1. Fara'uvay fron'l the
surface plasma restore its domination B>1. Within this consideration, ure studied the fcliowing
plasma motions:

1- The velocity of gradient-B field.
2- The velocity of curvature fieid.
3- Diamagnetic drift velocity.
4- The mirroring motion.

The first three types are in or opposite the rotational direction ($ dii-ection), they are v;iih small
velocity, so they confirm the concept of co-rotating magnetosphere. The rnlrrsring nr:tian
appears with much higher velocity it may responsible for the mechanism of pulsar radiation.

Light-Pollution
Hanna A. Sabat

lnstitute of Astronomy & Space Sciences
Al al-Bayt University, Mafraq

Jordan

The term "light-pollution" is a relatively nevv term that is used to describe the sky-giow :'e :u11.:ng

from artificial light scattered over gas molecules, dust and aerosols, spread all o'.rer ti:e
terrestrial atmosphere. ln this paper, I shall review the scientific cjefinition of ligirt pc;iiurl:on, its
main sources, and its negative effects on the environment and on optical asti-onoiir.v. Finali;r, I

shall shed some light on the efforts being made to eliniinate liEht pollution on both ihe
international and regional levels.
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lron lnzal & Great Might
Husien Al-Omari

Physics Department / Mu'tah Univ
Jordan

rashed@mutah.edu.jo

The article explores the Qur'anic Verse "And Anzalna Al-Hadid (lron), iit v,,'i:it?v is Great
miaht, as well as many benefits for mankind ". The Verse directs attention to various facts,

'such as: lron accumulates in cores of high mass old stars. The iron core c:ila:ses i; fcr;.n a
degenerate neutron star. Consequently, a shock wave moves through the ii'l faiiing steiiar
material and completely disrupts the star. The Verse also points to the production of cremical
elements higher than iron, and to the extraction of iron from cores of old dieing stars. Finaliyt,
iron and other elements are sent to form our solar system. The number of the Surah is ciose
enough to the atomic mass number corresponding to maximum binding enerE.v per nucleon.
The atomic number of lron exceeds the number of the Verse by one. The dtiierence "one"

directs attention to the process of inverse beta decay. Moreover, the Verse dtrects cul aitenticn
to the deep gravitational potential energy of the lron Earth's core, and its greal i-,eat therrnal
energy as well.
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Astronomy Department, College of Science, Baghdad Universii5r
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Planetary motion: Why is it still difficult for teaching and learring?
Dileep v. Sathe

Pune, MH
lndia

Daniel Schaffer wrote "now-a-days scientists and, particularly, theoretical physicists ai"e not held
in unquestioned esteem" in his edrtorial /'11. This became the starting point of my Iecture, which
was dedicated to the memory of Abdus Salam /2/. Now there is a recent deveiopment, which
would have surprised Abdus Salam, if he had survived to see the World Year of Physics. That is
due to Frank Wilczek, a Nobel Laureate of 2004, who stated in Physics Today [October ?-004,
p.11] that he had lot of trouble in iearning classical nrechanics. Do these comments have any
lesson for physics and education of 2l"tcentury? Yes, they Co require us to i-estudy tl-re logical
aspects of learning and teaching classical mechanics, particularly of circuiar r,ct.-,-; ancj othei'
related topics like the planetary motion and Bohr's theory of hydrogen atom. This rs necessary
for the following reasuns.

1. Albert Einstein used to say that a child learns half of physics by the age of tirree. So tiie question
arises why students'interest in physlcs is lost at the age of 15? Actually, vre have tc realize that no
student can remain interesteci in a particular subject lnrhen his I her thinking cices not nratch wlth
accepted theories. And therefoi-e we have to restudy O level physics again l3l fro,:n ihe lggiqgl_p-qln!
of view.

2. Educators can not remain saiisfied, simply because Frank Wilczek remained in physics, despite
those difficulties. They have to reaiize that there could be 10 other Franks l4l from hrs ciass who
could have gone away from phys!cs ciue to those difficuiiies. So educators and physrcists ha're to
collaborate to focus attention on ti"oublinq topics and restuciy them.

3. Actually, Albert Einstein's general reiativity originales in the lcgicai ii-icor:,:"e -.ess of the
Newton's laws of motion. Hcwevei", my work shoi,vs /5/ that that incomplete*ess irsei;'has not
been completely under^stood, as yet, and hence thei"e are chronic and gloc-, problems in
learning 300-year old Neurtonian mechanics - causing aclr.,erse effect on the iixir-rg 1'or physics. in
this presentation investigations on circular motion and related topics are ciiscusseci because this
year we want to find out why students are gcing away from physics.

Sun diameter measurerfient using a new FFTD method to deterr::iire the
position of the solar limb

Djelloul Djafer
Service d'A6ronomie, CNRS, Paris, France

dj el lo u l. dj afer@ aerov.j u s s ie u. f r

Solar diameter measurement is based on the determination of the solar limb. The posiiion of the
limb is usually defined as the zero crossing of the seco;rci derivative cf the iirno pi"ofile. ln
presence of noise, the determination of this positicn this way is not an easy task without
proceeding to filtering process that preserves the posirion of the lir,ib soiar prciiie. One of the
most frequently used determinations of the solar limb ocsition is the Finite Foui-lei" Transfoi"m
Definition (fFTD). lt is a convolution of the apparent solai' profiie with a fijter function
characterized by a parameter a. We first present a description of the FFTD algcrithrn and the
effect of a value on the FFTD calculation. Second we introduce a new nrethod to select the
optimum value a parameter that must be used in FFTD analysis. Then we discuss a filtering
process based on wavelet transfornrs and the uncertainty of FFTD in the presence of noise.
Finally results of sun diameter measurement of the SDS(Solar Disk Sextant) data using this
new FFTD method rttrill be presented.
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Solar Activity
Seddik Elnagih
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2006 Solar Eclipse at Libya
Abdulqader Ebssem
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6'h sESSroN (B):

Contribution of Theory the Markov (Physics) ln Remote Sensing;
Application to Detect the Urban

Mlle aicha elrhali
aicha_elrhali@yahoo.fr

The textural analysis can contribute and provide precious aid in analysis of urban areas from
satellite imagery, by using approaches taking into account the structure and texture of urban.

This work presents two approaches on segmentation and classification to detect and analyse
the urban, from high-resolution satellite inragery, using morphological and statistical texture
features.

ln the first application, we detect and extract the urban areas on Spot satellite imagery. the
results are obtained by combining the information given by the application filter FAS and the
estirnation of texture feature that represents the parameter of a markovien gaussien field
(MGRF).

The results obtained show the contribution of third statistical method to identify the structure of
urban areas. Another classical approach hased on the extraction of texture features from the
cooccurrence rnatrix is presented in order to compare the two procedures. The urban is
correctly localized by the two methods. The silhouette obtained by MGRF method and the
pertinent characterization of urban texture with border appreciation show the afficiency and the
reliability of the method.

ln the second approach, we segment lcons image representing urban areas. The regions we
aim to segment are constituted by different category of urban. This analysis adopts a
morphological approach using texture features. This feature represents the granulometric
distribution of textural components in the image and is characterized by residues by residues of
morphological filtering by reconstruction.

A differentiation between habitat types is carried out. This combined classification based on
morphological residues allows discriminating texture habitations into image.

Hierarchical Multilevel Block Truncation Codirrg of Satellite Color lmages

*Bushra 

" 
t^l-'iflft 

l#'fffiA George,
*Astronomy DepaftmenVCollege of Science /University of Baghdad/ lraq

Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research /Baghdad-lraq
*E-mail: drbushrakassim@yahoo. com

A common approach to the color image compression is started by transforming the red, green,
and blue (RGB) image to a desired color model, then applying compression techniques, and
finally retransforming the results into RGB model. ln this paper, a new color image
compression technique based on Hierarchical multilevel block truncation coding (HMBTC)
method is proposed. This technique is a combination of the MBTC and quadtree partitioning.
ln ilMBTC based on quadtree partitioning, the image is first partitioned into four equal size
square blocks usirrg the uniformity criterion, then each block is further partitioned into four
smaller square blocks until the uniformity condition is satisfied. The experimental results
indicated that high compression ratios with acceptable quality of the reconstructed image can
be achieved.
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Design of polarization insensitive narrow band-pass filter
Hayfa Gahazi Rashid

An infrared nai-iow bandpass filter of single half-wave cavity was design at non-normal
incidence of radiation illuminated by collimated energy within the spectral region (B-12pm).The
change in the spectral characteristic of the filter was studied with the aid of characteristrc matrix
theory. Further, needle optimization method was used to pro'ride the best conformance to
desired spectral characteristic at the operating conditions of an infrared system , thus
polarization insensitive narrow bandpass was achieved.
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The Accuracy of lonospheric Models wlth lcnosonde observations for F2 in
Mid Latitude Region

Astro n o my De pa rtme n i1ziyr::li;:1." B as h d ad U n ive rs ity
Baghdad / lraq

The ionospheric model is a computer model designed to predict the state of the global
ionosphere lor 24 hours. The purpose of this paper is to validate the ionospheric models to
assess its suitability and usefulness as an operational tool. The scope was limited to conduct
comparisons between the predicted F2 layer critical frequency (foFz) against observed
ionosonde data. The ionospheric prediction model (lPM) uras ciesigned to predict by using
monthly median sunspot number, while the observation data are taken from two digital
ionospherlc souncling (D!S) stations (AI-Battani, lraq 33.34 N, 44.45 E; Kokubunji, japan 34.54
N, 109.49 E) which lies wiihin the mid-latiiude region of the giobe. Analysis of the foFz data for
Al-Battani station showed that the IRIC and IRIU models output, on average, was within
approximately 2 I'tHz above observed data values, but for CHIU model was within
approximately 2 trill-lz below observed data values. Analysis of the foF2 data for Kokubunji
station shouved that the lRlC and lRlU mociels output, on average, was within'1 MHz below of
observed data values, but for CHIU model it was 2.5 Mr-tz, from these results its seen that the
lRlC model gives best cori'elation, it was chosen with high solar activity (for 19Bg) based
primarily on data avai!abiiity. From these resuits the empirical formula for applying correction
factors were determined, these formula can be used to correct the er;-or occurred in predicted
feF2 value.

Helioselsmology and the problem of inregularly sampled data
lVassfn Seghouani

Algeria

The problem of irregulariy sampled time series is quiet common in asironomical ground based
observations. Using ;,.,l';orks of telescopes or measurements stations has resolved only
partially this problem. The spectral analysis of these ciata presents several difficulties such as:
false frequencies detection leading to hazaidcus interpretation, irnportant lost of resolution and
great noise level. To resolve this probiem in the conte><t of heiioseinric data, we used a
regularisation method with an "a piiori" of narrow peaks spectrunr which is relevant for
helioseismic data. A comparison with other methods such as the LombScargle periodigram is
performed. Special apolication to GOLF data (SOHO) with iypical grounci based window from
lRlS network is presented. The obtained results iead us to conclude that the regularized
spectral analysis is very efficient for Helioseismology and Asteroseismology as well.
A general overview of Helicseismolcgy will also be presented focusing on the research work
developed at Algiers Cbservatory in this field.
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The Earth Machine and the Green-House Effect
Bassam M. Mustafa

College of Science / Mousel University
Mousel i lraq

The green house effect represents a drastic challenge to our planet, after man has greatly
passed over the borders of tolerance of earth environment. ln this research we try to explain the
greenhouse effect by suggesting a model of earth machine. ln this model earth absorbed heat
and light energy from the sun ,doing work in achieving biological and other activities, the access
energy is consumed in tidal and winds motions . The mechanism of absorption of energy comes
from a fantastic process shared by earth motion around itself and around the sun and the earth
atmosphere such that this process will continue in a balanced state. The components of earth
atmosphere , N2 , 02 , CO2 and water vapor plays an important role through water
,photosynthesis cycles in balancing income and outcome of energy. The huge consumption of
oil energy and other forms in the second part of the 20th and this century leads to the increase
of CO2 its existence in the upper atmosphere, and because of the special structure of COZ
molecules which give it energy levels in the range of the frequencies of earth radiations. A
series of equations to compute the increase of CO2 with increasing oil consumption was
calculated, and resultant increase of earth temperature was found to be bout 4 degrees at the
end of this decade.
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Aplanatic Gregorian & Cassegrain Telescopes employing aspheric surfaces
Mohamad S. Ahmad

Minestry of Science and TechnologY
Baghdad / lraq

Design of aplanatic Gregorian and Cassegrain telescopes are presented. Their reflecting

surfaies are aspherics. Wassermann and Wolf method is developed and used to determine the
aspheric profiles that attain aplanatism. lnvestigation on a Cassegrainian of particular

dimensions is carried out and showed that the optical performance is likely to be diffraction
limited for off-axis fields up to three arcmins.

A tool for multi-disciplinary studies
Hanna A. Sabat, Ahlam Farhan, Mohammad Salem, AliTaani and Mustafa Zyout

lnstitute of Astronomy & Space Sciences
Al al-Bayt University, Mafraq, Jordan

Throughout the history of astronomy, variable star observation and analyses has been one of
the most widespread fields of astronomy and astrophysics, which has proved to be a very
valuable tool in the comprehension of stars and their physics. The importance of variable stars

has not faded today, but rather, has increased, since it proved to be an important tool in training
students in scientific disciplines other than astronomy or physics, such as mathematics and
computer science. ln this paper, after having a quick look on the history of variable star studies,
we will shed some light on the international efforts being made to popularize variable stars

among students (such as AAVSO's "Hands-on Astrophysics" project), and on other efforts being
made to find an Arab adaptation of this project in the Arab region, particularly the efforts of the
lnstitute of Astronomy and Space Sciences (IASS) at Al al-Bayt University (AABU).

Photon Counting Micro-adaptation For Astronomical Applications
Kamal Abood

Astronomy Department, College of Science, Baghdad University
Baghdad / lraq

Kamalabood@yahoo.com
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Partition ldentities from the Euler Gas
Noureddine Chair

Physics Department i Al-Al-Bayt University

ln the quantum theory, using the notlon of partial supersymmetry, in which some, but not all,
operators have superpartners we derive the Euler theorem in partition theory and its generalization.
Also an explicit formula for the graded parafermionic partition function is obtained. The
inverted graded parafermionic partition function is a bosonic (fermionic) partition function depending
on the order of the parafermion being even(odd). lt is also shown that these pa(ition
functions are generating functions of partitions of numbers with restriction, the Euler generating
function is identi_ed with the inverted graded parafermionic partition function of order 2. As a
result we obtain new sequences of partitions of numbers with given restrictions. When mixing
a parafermionic system of an even order with a system whose partition function is the inverted
graded parafermionic partition function, we obtain a system of fermions and bosons. When the
order is odd, the system we obtaine is still a rnixture of fermions and bosons but the corresponding
Fock space of states is truncated. lt turns out that these partition functions are given in terms
of the Jacobi Theta function, _+, and generate sequences in partition theory. Also our partition
functions coincide with the overpartitions of Corteel and Lovejoy. We compute the counter parts of
the partition functions for the Euler gas obtained in this paper, for the Riemann gas, in particular
the counter pad of the Jacobi Theta function is zeta(2t) I zela(t)2.

Properties of Fractal Sierpinski Triangle Antenna
Amer B. Shalan and Hassan Elwi

Fractals are self-similar structures, i.e. the shape of the object repeated itself through
successive magnifications. One of the most important technological applications of fractal
geometry is fractal antenna. Sierpinski triangle is seif-similar antenna; the similarity in the
antenna structure creates effective antennas of different scales. This model was studied as
microstrip antenna; it is found that the fourth iteration of Sierpinski triangle operates at four
different frequencies. The other parameters also obtained. The main goal of studying this model
is finding the current distribution over the antenna structure and then determines the behavior of
the antenna according to this distribution. The calculations done using HP HFSS software for
solving Maxwei, equations based on finite element technique. lt is found that this model is

applicabie in various fields. This model can be used in cellular phones because of its small size,
and the multiband behavior enables us to insert the GPS technique in to the phone.
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Design and Thermal Analysis For the image of (B-12) m camera
Ali H. Al-Hamdani, S. Habana and M.S. Mahdi

Laser and electro -optics Department, University of Technology
Baghdad, lraq,

al i_al h amd ani200 4 @yah oo. com

Since metal and optical components in thermal scanner (lens, mirrors, filters and lens holders)
affected when their temperature change due to working in lR region, changes will occur in their
specifications and performance. Suitable choices on materials were made and their properties
were examined (thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, change in index of refraction with
wavelength) before they are used in the design. Till this point, the merit function (PSF, MTF,
spot diagram) are the only yardsticks that can be relied on to decide whether the design is good
or not. A real test suggestion is proposed to know how designs can be relied when the ambient
temperature is changed through the range (-10 to +50 C). To achieved that aim a new program
for thermal analysis has been written where the main design parameters are regarded as input
data to compute the algebraic addition to all changes occur on optical components
characteristics which will affect the performance of the design itself. Thermal analysis was
carried out for IR scanner design in temperature variation between (-10 to +50 C). New merit
functions were obtained and compared with the former ones. The comparison of thermal
analysis results showed clearly the change in their performance when all the specifications have
been changed. Their merit functions assured the need for a real design test that is a thermal
test, even all the events point to a perfect design, when ambient temperaiure is changed, to
reveal its reliability and remain within the accepted resuits.
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Analysis of eclipse cosmic Ray using nuclear analytical technique
Shaker M. Al-Jobori, A.Murbat and A. Jarallah

University college of Madenat Alelam
Baghdad / Iraq

Galactic cosmic rays is highly energy particle the primary composition of the particle in space
demonstrate the hydrogen or proton 87% helium 12% lhe remaining 1ok are nuclear heavier
than helium
The nuclear technique was used for photons neutron and charged particles detection during the
solar eclipse happen in11 Aug.1999. Our data has been compared with published data it was
acceptable.
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Magnetically- Confined Plasma, the part and Present state- of-the Art
A. S. Hasaani

At present, the applications of plasma cover an extremely wide area ranged from nanometre
scales in dusty plasma to kilo parsecs in galactic and space plasmas. One of the most favorable
research works of plasma is that in magnetic confinement fusion devices and other related
technologies which have been carried out in about 45 countries worldwide.
ln magnetic confinement systems, D-T plasma is being utilized and promising experimental
results have been in progress various parameters are profoundly considered and a
widespread theoretical and experimental research studies have been accomplislred. In this
article, an overview on the basic criteria of fusion reaction of plasma particles is presented. A
cursory view on past and premodern history of fusion and its present developments are shown.
Other geometrical, techno-logical, and operational requirements have been collated and
discussed for a number of experimental tokamaks. Brevity on both plasma diagnostics and
heating in these devices is included. Experiments are being pursued to achieve the required
fusion conditions in which the values of ( niT; r) and B fulfill such conditions in D-T plasmas at
stable equilibrium.

Theoretical Microbial Model for Small Magellanic Ctoud Extinction Gurve
ALI A. JABER, Nidhala H. K. Al-Ani and Maysaon Sh. Abd-Alla

g,tiil! p3rlrJl 4lls I .t.ri+ ir-t+ i 4urt+ll / rlq / dlCl

It was found that interstellar extinction observational data for Small Magellanic Cloud, were in a
good agreement with a laboratory spectra for bacteria in ultraviolet region, which gives the
priority for microorganisms (dry) to explain the behavior of interstellar extinction in this region.
The importance of this study rises from the fact that extinction of starlight provides close to the
mechanisms of formation and destruction of grains size, shape and composition of the grains
are manifested in the characteristic of the extinction produced.
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Development of composite high-temperature thermal barriers
Sabah Abdulnoor

sabah_abdulnoor@yahoo.com
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Dielectric Gonstant and Electrical Gonductivity of Ceramic-Polymer
Composites

Ekram A. Hameed
Physics Department i College of Science / University of Baghdad
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Energy Transfer in locally developed honeycomb structures' Sabah Abdulnoor
sabah_abdulnoor@yahoo.com
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Forming of Structure of Universe from Small Early Perturbations in N-
component Medium

lldus Nurgaliev
Moscow State Agro-University

Russia

It is discovered that dynamics of the linear perturbations in the arbitrary-number-component
cosmological medium in the early Universe is described by exact analytical solutions in terms of
G-functions of Maier.

Cosmology, Society and Education
lldus Nurgaliev

Moscow State Agro-University
Russia

The role of the knowledge on the Universe in the different civilizations and in the different
historic periods is discussed. The new place of the modern cosmology in the systems of
education is argumented.

Earths Creation & Eventual Expectations according to Glorious Qur'an &
Astrophysics
Husien Al-Omari

Physics Department i Mu'tah Univ
Jordan

rashed@mutah.edu.jo

This paper aims at examining the global physical miraculous aspects included in the Quranic
verses dealing with the Ardh (Earth) madd at its time of creation, and at the Day of Judgment.
The Arabic word Madd has various meanings. The most relevant are accretion, and (or)
inflation. The article gives the physical implications in God's description for earth's creation:
"And the Ardh (Earth) We have Madd it" (7 Surah no. 50, 19 Surah no. 15), and "And it is He
(Alah) who Madd the Ardh (Earth)" (Surah no. 13, verse 3). Also it gives the implications in
God's description for earth's situation on The Day of Judgment: "And When the Ardh (Earth)
is Madd" (Surat AL-lnshiqaq no. 84, verse 3). Earth will be Madd. lnflated; due to accretion,
tidal interaction and heating. lts surface area will be increased and smoothly curved; as it gets
rid of core and mountains. Eight hundred years ago, al-Razi has explained this verse; where he
says: "One has to know that increasing the area of the eafih is a must, whether through inflation
or accretion" (al-Razi, Vol. 16: Part 31: 105).
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Analytical study for strong and microlensing in some gravitational lensing
systems

Abdullah K. Ahmed and Ayad A. Al-Ani
Dept. of Astronomy, College of Science, University of Baghdad, Jadriyah, Baghdad, lraq

Gravitational lensing -the attraction of light by matter- displays a number of attractive
features as an academic discipline. lts principles are very easy to understand, and to explain
due to its being a geometrical effect. Its ability to produce optical illusions is fascinating to
scientists and laypeople alike. And -most importantly of course- its usefulness for a number of
astrophysical problems makes it an attractive tool in many branches of astronomy.

ln our work, we present the mathematical modeling of strong lensing data to study the
mathematical geometry of the universe and explain the physics and size of quasars. Then find
the time delay which is the first step to define the Hubble constant H0. Our procedure are as
follows:- First, we study the mathematical geometry of lensing system, and limit a relation
between the red shift of the gravitational observations with its distances. Second , evaluating
the diameter of lens. Third, explaining that the phenomenon is restricted to the ratio of distance
between lens and source, with the diameter of lens noticing.

1 -Development of composite high-temperature thermal barriers
2-Energy Transfer in locally developed honeycomb structures

Ali H. Al-Hamdani, S. Habana and M.S. Mahdi
Laser and electro -optics Department, University of Technology

Baghdad, lraq,
al i_al h am d ani2004@yah oo. com
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